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Dorsal harmony has been reported as a historical sound change in Squliq, Skikun, and
Matu’uwal dialects of Atayal, where /*k/ became /q/ when followed by a uvular /q/ or pha-
ryngeal /è/ (Li, 1980; Goderich, 2020). Truku Seediq, one of the sister languages to Atayal,
was reported to employ dorsal harmony as a (morpho-)phonological process in addition to di-
achronic sound change (Lee, 2009). However, it is still unknown whether dorsal harmony is
also observed in those Atayal dialects. In the present study, we investigated dorsal harmony
in Squliq Atayal, a vulnerable language spoken by less than 10,000 people (Moseley, 2010).
To our knowledge, it is the first study using ultrasonography to conduct research in Atayal.
Along with acoustic analyses, we tried to explain dorsal harmony with phonetic evidence to
complement the phonological accounts proposed by Lee (2009).

Current data were obtained with only one native speaker of Squliq Atayal due to the
pandemic. The stimuli include 5 conditions: baseline /k/ (without any following post-velar
consonant, e.g., ktu’ /k@tuP/), baseline /q/ (e.g., qmisan /q@misan/), short distance /k/ (/k@q-/
sequence, e.g., kqtux /k@q@tux/), long distance /k/ (/k@CVq-/ sequence, where C is not a post-
velar consonant, e.g., kgiqas /k@Giqas/), and cross-boundary /k/ (/qu#k@-#qani/ sequence, e.g.,
qu kneril qasa /qu#k@neril#qasa/). Only vowel /@/ is available for short and long distance
conditions. Prefix k- /k@-/ is used to create the word-internal conditions since diachronically
/k...q/ sequence has all become /q...q/ in Squliq Atayal (e.g., Proto-Atayal /*kis@liq/ > Squliq
/q@s@liq/). For baseline and cross-boundary conditions, same vowels were chosen to avoid any
coarticulatory effect. Each word is embedded in a sentence to create a natural environment. The
informant was asked to produce five consecutive tokens for each sentence with normal speech
rate. There were 2 words for each condition, yielding 50 tokens (2 words × 5 repetitions × 5
conditions) in total. The recordings were first labeled in Praat by Montreal Force Alignment
(McAuliffe et al., 2017), and then visually verified by the author. For the ultrasound image
analyses, images were first obtained from both of the onset and offset of the target consonants
and then traced using GetContours (Tiede & Whalen, 2015). Tongue contours were then fitted
through generalized additive mixed models (GAMMs) (Wieling, 2018). For the acoustic analy-
ses, the first three formants for the vowels following the target consonants were extracted using
a customized Praat Script. The first quarter into the vowel was analyzed to examine the formant
transition and long term consonantal effects (Wilson, 2007). Each formant was fitted through
a GAMM model, visualized by fitted trajectories. Dorsal harmony would be supported when
short distance /k/ have similar tongue contour as baseline /q/. A lesser degree of harmony is
expected for long distance /k/ contour due to its proximity from the uvular /q/. While previous
research did not report the cross-boundary effect of dorsal harmony, dorsal harmony would be
expected for cross-boundary /k/ if the harmony is physiologically driven.

Several findings were obtained from the results. First, the tongue contours of variant /k/
have deviated from the baseline /k/, though not entirely conformed to the baseline /q/ (Figure
1) contour. Second, all variant /k/ showed similar tongue contours, with tongue root advanced,
tongue body raised and tongue tip lowered. Third, more harmonious tongue contours were
observed at the consonant offset than the onset. Finally, the acoustic analyses only showed
slightly increased F1 in variant /k/ compared to baseline /k/, while F2 and F3 do not differ
between variant and baseline /k/.

Our results provide supportive evidence for dorsal harmony in Squliq Atayal. Variant
tongue contours of /k/ when followed by a uvular /q/ may be contributed to the high coartic-
ulatory resistance of /q/ (Recasens & Rodrı́guez, 2016). In the framework of neuromuscular
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module (NMM), the uvular /q/ is associated with the physiological states of tongue raising and
retraction (Moisik et al., 2021). In the scenario of dorsal harmony, the physiological states of /q/
may also be associated to /k/, resulting in the tongue contours deviated from the baseline /k/. It
is noted that similar tongue gestures were observed for the variant /k/ in all three contexts. Such
comparable tongue gestures may be accounted for by similar quantal combinations of intrinsic
tongue muscle activation. Such accounts would call for future studies. Overall, the variants of
tongue contours in Squliq Atayal may represent an ongoing process of coarticulatory variation,
which may support a coarticulatory path to sound change (Beddor, 2009).

(a) Short distance /k/ (b) Long distance /k/ (c) Cross-boundary /k/

Figure 1: GAMMs fitted tongue contours (from consonant onset) of variant /k/, baseline /k/ and
/q/. Tongue tip locates on the right-hand side. The radius values are expressed as pixel values.
Shaded areas indicate statistical differences between the variant /k/ and baseline /k/.
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